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Abs tract. Busin e9s Process Re -engin eering (BPR) is much in vogue
bot h as an app roach to the rationalisation of Co rporate Orga nisations
and as an aid to the design of t he IT system wh ich supports t he Organisation.
T he fie ld of Softwa re Process Modelling (S PM ) started some 10 years
ago wit h the obj ective of mod ellin g and thence su pportin g the total
se t of software engin eering activities necessary to d evelop and maintain
softwar e products.
T hey bot h arose as a res ult of dissatisfa.ction wit h t he current app roaches
to t heir respective domai ns. They share the word process but is the re any
oth er connection between t hem? T his paper attempts to outlin e so me
possible sy nergies and pitfalls which might derive from a close r co ntact
betwee n t he two disciplines,
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1
1.1

Introduction
So m e D efinitio ns

.,

Feiler a nd Humphrey [1] define a Process as a A set of partially ordered st eps
int ended to rea ch a goa l. Another definitio n from t he Workflow community is A
process is chara ct erised by a number of individuals acting to fulfi l a se t of (i deally)
common goals, The first gives us a scientific base the second a sociological one,
A Process Model is a description of a Process expressed in a suitable Process
Modelling Language (possibly diagrammatic). A model is always an abstraction
of t he reality it rep resents, and as such, it is on ly a partial desc ription ,
The machine execution of a Process At! odel is te rmed enaction, The te rm is
used to distinguish it both from the notion of computer program execution and
from t he notion of the real-world process execution which it supports. There
has been much debate in the Software Process Modelling community abo ut the
relatio nship between conventional program execution and process enactme nt.
This debate is not of concern to this paper but it is still convenient to refer to
the accepted term.
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1.2

On Process-Oriente d Initiatives

The current env ironment is full of so call ed Process-Oriented initiatives. This
phenome na can perhaps be explai ned by social an d busin ess conditions wh ich
have created a trend towards a Globalisa lion Plus individuaJisation ap proach to
business. On the one hand arguing that competitiveness is onl y obtai ned on a
Glo bal scale a nd on the other that Individuals shou ld be empowered to act in

ways that they think are individually best suited to meet the object ives which
they have been set or set fo r themselves.
Th is is essentially free market economics of t he most extreme kind. Our
actions shou ld have the greatest global impact whilst allowi ng any so called
legal means to be exploited at an individual level. Entrepreneurial paradise l
In order for such ·a system to function there is a clear need to delineate
personal responsibilty, not in terms of ind ividual morali ty, but rather in terms

of the legal and corporate processes whi ch both constrain the ind ivid ual a nd
also define the means by which individuals cooperate with others. If we imagine
a future where a large amount of trading, and work in general, is performed
by individuals iso lated at computer terminals then increas in gly such rules are

defined by the capabilities of the Information Systems which provides the basic
means of interacting individually on a Globa l stage. Such capabilities include
personal te lep ho nes, faxes, laptop compute rs, modems , electronic mai l networks

and Databases.
Th is has lead, a nd increasingly will continue to lead , on t he one hand to the
re- engineering of corp orations to provide such personalised em powered environments a nd on t he other hand the growth of Wo rkflow technology to support
co llaborative offi ce automation.

The origins of Software Process Modelling are somewhat different . The desire
to control t he Softw are Process is nearly as old as software itself. In 1968 and 1969
two NATO sponsored workshops [2] were held which arguably invented the term
Software Engineering. The term was necessary as it was perceived that Software
Systems had grown to such complexity that they needed a n engineering method
to guide their development. T he last 25 years have led to all manner of methods
bei ng proposed. A quick gla nce at the ACM SIGSOFT Software Engineering
Notes reveals t he inadequacy of these approaches. Software continues to both
ki ll people and disru pt social behaviour.
Some 10 years ago the focus for Software Engineering support started to
move away from an essentially product-design centered approach towa rds a
m ore process-centered approach. Hitherto Software Engineering Environments

had been built around the notion of a database schema description of t he product being developed, being used to manage a set of development tools. A simil ar
ap proach to a convent ional commercial TP system.

This change of foc us has lead to work in Process-Centred Development Environm ents, essentially controlling co-ordination through an enacted descr ip tion

of t he software process to be used to develop the product. This, in tu rn , has
lead to the study of Software Process Modelling (SPM) as a discipline in its own
right.
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Given the current state of maturity (or rather lack of it) of the two fields of
BPR and SPM it seems ap pro priate to reflect on the connections between the
two topics ; if onl y because they share the word process .

2

On Business Process Re-engineering (BPR)

T he te rm re -engineering was argua bly first app lied by Mike Hammer [3J in the
Harvard Business Review 1990 , proclaiming "Re-engineering work: Don't auto mate , Obliterate!". Clearly an approach which seeks to minimise bureacracy
rat her than institutionalisi ng it in comp uter programmes has some appeal. How-

ever I believe that t he sentiment fa ils to deal with t he essential evolutionary
nature of ecosystems. In fact the general BPR app roach could be said to suffer
from a tendency to treat organisations as machines rather than ecosystems.

Apart fro m the huge investment in legacy compu ter systems , t he stored
kn owledge of a corp oration lies in the very imprecise processes which regulate
individual's behaviour. Rather like Lewis Thomas' remark in "The Medusa and

the Snail" . "T he capacity to blunder slightly is the real marvel of DNA", most
in dividuals "get the job done" adjustin g process to meet the immed iate demands.
Leaving aside this issue of "Re-engineering Corporations" the other key mes-

sage from BPR is the one of concern to this particular paper.
Following on from work at MIT in t he "Management in the 90's" programme
there is now cons iderable focus on the need to integrate the Corp oration 's 'IT '

Strategy with the Business Strategy. Numero us case-studies are quoted to show
t hat t here is considerable advantage in designing the IT system in ter ms of how
it supports business processes. Further , that by such integration , one can modify
trading practises to take full advantage of electronic trading to offer new and
more profitable services.

This has had t hree major effects:
Corporations must model their business processes before they can automate

them. This has the excellent side-effect of gaining understanding of the business.

It casts considerab le doubt on the accepted practise of a centralised Corporate database E R model supporting a set of Transactions actioned through
appropriate VDU screens. This happens to arr ive at the same in stance as
the plea for HOpen Systems" and the "down-sizing of Mainframes" in favour

of UNIX servers. A happy co-incidence!
It encourages a rapid in vestment in co-ordinat ion technology , work flow etc,
since in order to support business processes the technology needs to be able
to cope with the co-ord inat ion of workgroups.
So far so good. However the natural temptation is now to reason:
the busin ess is managed as a set of business processes
these 'business processes are modelled in software

- the IT strategy should be integrated with the business strategy
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- designing the software is just part of designing the business
Although clearly t he design of t he softw are does radically impact t he design
of t he business it igno res two imp o rtant po ints:

- The software system is sti ll a software system with all the old problems of
version ing, integration , com plex ity etc .
The rules govern ing good architec tural practises in software are not the same
as the rules governing good business stru ct ures .
These problems are magnified when we take into acco unt the fact that (work-

Row ' software is of the most complex type from a software engineering perspect ive. Workflow programmes a re parallel , asy nchronous and should be ab le to
evo lve as the business processes which they support e volve .

3

O n Software P r ocess Modelli ng (SP M)

Process Modelling , in general, derives from three seperate concerns:

- The Transaction Model is insuffi cient to describe modern trading patte rns.
There is a need for t he notion of ' Very Long Transactions ' which allow transactions to both last a long time ( e.g the Life Insu rance Policy Transaction
lasts literally for a lifetime) and to cross corporate boundaries to allow for
in ter-enterprise trading.

The growth of PC networks demands coordination software to allow intelligent m ail and office workflow to be supported.
In order to allow for the fl exible integration of heterogeneous systems a
loose fram ework a rchitecture needs to be established. Essentially t he role
performed by a Shell script as the personal binding to a UNIX workstation
needs to be performed for a workgroup connected by a network of PCs or
Workstations.
This last requirement will , I believe, turn out to be the one of most significance. Suppose we imagine ou r future IT systems to be completely distributed
with individual terminals specialised to support specific personal roles. Terminals wou ld have, on the one hand , unlimited access to world- wid e hype rtext
and multi-med ia information bases. And , on the other hand, very restricted and
personalised access to Corporate Information bases.
How do we provide the infrast ructure, the constraints and support for team
wor king in this environment?

G iven that the central repository has disappeared, and that the naming structure for t he network is distributed then we cannot , a ny longer, control t hese
systems from the cent re. Thus t hey need to be controlled fro m t he user-end ,
wit h a little help (rom the service providers.
This implies a 'Shell'-Iike programme which operates at the workstation but
links each user to peer collaborato rs and to too ls and information bases in term s
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of the job to be performed rather t han some organisational 'schema'. This is
Process Model Enactment.
Software Process Modell ing is a pa rticular brand of process modell ing concerned wi th support for the software process. It shares the same concerns as any

other form of process modelling but with t hree extra challenges:
- The softw are process is ve ry fine-grain .
- The software process is very soft with the need for much customerisation in

order to deal both with t he rapid change to the product being produced and
to the methods used in t hat production.
Because, the product to be built and the process model used to support
this build are both implemented as software, it offers the opportunity for
'refl ex ive'. systems. That is systems which contain the means of the ir own
evolu tion.
It is because of these concerns, which have lead to more general approaches,
t hat the technology developed in t he field of software process modelling has
been found to be immediately ap plicable to other domains. The converse is not
true, workflow offi ce auto mation products have not been able to be successfully

app lied to the support of software engineering processes.
A software production process, buildi ng from the Feiler and Humphrey definitio n, can be characterised as a partially ordered netwo rk of interacting activities

aimed at the production of a software product. The software prod uction process
needs to be modelled (that is explicitly represented) in order to be effect ively
repeatable, re-usable with some specialisation, automatable a nd manageable.
These are characteristics of all processes , of course, and hence the generic applicability of SPM. In particu la r we wish to be able to both co ntrol and support

t he software production process.
Both the actual process and the corresponding process model need to be able
to be evolved in order to cope with change both to the product being prod uced
(and maintained) and to the process (and supporting tools) used to produce it.
T hus a software production process is part of a wider process whi ch we term
the software process wh ich includes the meta- process man ag in g the evo lu tion of
the production process.
This notion of a meta-process is of fundamental concern to the S PM commu-

nity and is perhaps one of the distinguishing features of SPM when compared
with BPR. This is possibly because BPR does not seem to be generally concerned
with evolution; this issue being add ressed by initiatives such as TQM.

4
4.1

On synergies and pitfalls
Process Models

The clearest , a nd cleanest link , is that both disciplines require that a Process be
formally described either as part of re-engineering or before it can be enact ed.
The form of desc rip tion is a matter of taste and application dom ain . However
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the re is a need to repeat previous warnings that we are dealing with the most

difficult type of model and also , because of their very nature , these process
models of systems are strateg ic and even life-threatening. (Or even in this modern
market economy, business threatening. I) .
Their are two problems which have always been with us but are exaggerated
in this context .

Process models need to be read by non-computer scientists. Their purpose,
certain ly in a BPR context , is to enlighten management; so t hey need to be
accessible to management and to express the process in management terms.
- They are used to create process programs so they need to be expressed in a
way that will aid the program developer. In particular it is inevitable that t he
Process Modelling Language sty le will intrude. If, for example, the la nguage
is object-oriented then the model will reflect this sty le.
These two objectives are probably mutually excl usive so we need multiple
but consistent views of a process.

4.2

Process· Center e d Environments

The second and obvious link is that both require an environment to support
Process Enactment. There are two distinct architectures emerging:
Workfl ow Technology: in essence built around the notion of the management
of office entities. Letters can be authorised, posted etc under the control of
a letter-management process.
Process Technology: built around t he concept of people performing ro les:
process management with the entities being of secondary significance.
Time will determine whether both are necessary or whether one is more
sensi ble t han the other. The central issue is that of the handling of cha nge, t ha t
of process evolu tion.
Essentially processes must evolve. The introduction of any form of process
mechanisation changes the process. Thus, by definition, each mechanisation must
be performed at least twice and then the changed process changes the process ...
[n Process Modelling systems this problem is addressed by the provision of a
persistent store containing some representation of the enacting process plus the
ab ility to dynamically re-bind to t his persistent store a new or modified process
model fragment. There are essentially two ap proaches:

- To provide a persistent database and provide programming support exploiting dynamic joins etc.
- To provide a persistent language in which the compiler run-time store manageme nt becomes the persistent database.
My own preference is for the la tter and that is what is implemented by
the IPSE 2.5 system [4], now marketed by [CL as Process Wise Integrator. The
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reason being that this gives full run- t ime type checking plus a generic abili ty to
re-bin d process fragments thro ugh the compiler system. On t he ot her han d most
existing systems have chosen the former approach probably because of t he ready
availab il ity of database systems and the relative paucity of persistent language
implementations.

[n most Workflow systems the app roach is to stop the system and re-install
an enhanced version. This must be of concern as the systems get larger and
o lder. How o ld is your oldest 'email' message?

An added difficulty is that persistent systems persist. So we could end up with
not only computerised bureaucracy but the persistent record of its fun ctioning.
4.3

On pitfalls

One should always be suspi cious when faced with coi ncidencies. To a scientist

they offer opportunity but also the possibility that two plus two makes five always an enticing and irresistible prospect however fallacious .
The answerI as always, is to properly seperate concerns.
Its ve ry sensible to analyse the business processes whi ch determine how a

business fun ctions. What else would one ever do?
Its very sensib le to integrate the IT strategy with the business strategy.
After all knowledge is power and IT exploitation is clea rl y a major factor in
competitiveness. Especially with the growth of electronic trading, video on
demand serv ices etc, there is no doubt that all companies wi ll need to offer
different services to remain competitive .
Its very sensible to introduce the notion of process enactm ent as the bas is

"

for the support of collaborative work.
It is not sensible to design the IT system using t he same techniques as for
designing the business. Its the same trap as that of imagining that a process
model is the process. In practise the process mo del tUrns o ut to be a very
useful technique for defining the interface between t he IT system and the
business system , but that is quite different from a unified approach.
The co-ord in ation system is essentially a software system a nd needs to be
designed as such. The fac t that it uses familiar social notions such as Process!

Roles and Interactions shou ld not lead us to suppose that the words have the
same meaning in both contexts.

In fact from t he viewpoint of seperating the domains of (after Dowson [5])
process production (c reation of the model),
process enactment (the execution of a process model)
process performance (the carrying out of the real-world process)
the usage of the same terms is rather misleading .
Dowson goes to great lengths to show that these domains must be t reated,
to an exte nt, in dependently a nd that differing tools and techniques a re needed

f
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to support each domain . Hence the previously mentioned emphasis o n metaprocess whi ch is the means of a seperation of concerns between the process used
to manage the evo lu tion of the process model itsel f and the real- world process

being suppor ted by t he process model.
In particular that we sho uld no t co nfuse the enaction of a process model with

t he act ual carrying out of some real world process. T his ap proach a rgues that
we should be very careful when we discuss, in a BPR context, t he integration of
the IT system with the business system . Rat her we should discuss t he interfa ce
between the IT system and the business system recognising that each has its
own rul es and stru ctures.

T he difficu lty arises because we are using Process Models to perform three
fun ctions:

Firstl y, in order to integrate the IT strategy with the busi ness strategy we
need a model of the business processes to be su pported . Process Models in
this case are a representation of the business.

Secondl y, in order to integrate a set of software tools to support these business processes, we need a Process Architecture. That is a concept ual framework for consistently integrating a set of process fragm ents. Process Models
in this case represent the interface between the business system and the IT
system.
Lastly, there is a need to provide support for co-operating workgro ups. Process Models in t his case act as the means of describing coordina tion between
peop le.
This overloading of t he use of process models is both a good t hing and a bad
t hing. Its merits are that it suggests a unified approach to all of t hese issues.
Its drawbacks are that all of t hese as pects of systems are still in their relative
infancy and integrat ing three research areas into one generic search fo r a unified

theory is a very risky undertak ing.

5

Conclusion

We should app reciate t hat t here are many dimensions to the Process M ode lling
domain and that a seperation of concerns is clearly needed in order to individually mature the various aspec ts.
In particular we should be very clear wh en creating a Process Model in either
t he BPR or SPM domain that the reasons for the model are well defined. The
previously described differing uses of Process Models require different a pproaches
a nd representations and the a pprop riate method must be selected for each type
of app lication.
So what will be the important enduring result of all this focus on process?
My own opinion is that it will be in an enha nced ability to mediate between
the design of the business system and the design of t he IT system rather than a
revo lu tionary approach to o rganisational des ign.
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Dr Paul Watson

Dr Lesk asked if Professor Warboys believed that the ways of running businesses were
changing from the computing equivalent of the single threaded model, to a Production
Rule Model, and if so isn't this a problem because it will be much more difficult to
understand the state of the system. Professor Warboys agreed, saying that businesses
would be run in event response mode, which was bad news because understanding the
system is more difficult.
Mr Dobson said that most attempts at Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) are
failures, and the problem is viewing the business as a process. This appears to be the
1990s equivalent of Taylorism. Professor Warboys responded saying that we haven't
yet had enough experience of BPR, and we are perhaps not the best people to judge its
success as we are Computer Scientists rather than Social Scientists.
Mr Jackson said that when used properly, with a holistic rather than a mechanistic
approach, BPR can achieve what the customer wants. He quoted the example of a firm
reducing their lead time by 75%. Professor Warboys replied that perhaps these
improvements are caused by taking a rigorous approach, rather than being specifically
due to BPR.
Mr Ainsworth said that the concern with mapping businesses into Business Processes
is that Business Processes don't have the same flexibility as do business management.
Mr Jackson added that business systems are inherently chaotic.
Professor Randell referred to the work of Charlie Davis on spheres of control, which
came out of his work on the USAF logistic system. Because he understood the
problem, Davis invented complex systems which people didn't like - they preferred
simpler ones. However, over time, his systems were shown to be correct.
Dr Lesk asked if there were any good examples of Computer Supported Collaborative
Work? Mr Ainsworth pointed to systems for sharing military maps: one user can add a
marker to the map and this is seen by the other users.
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